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BRAND fLAVORS AND cOLORS

yĕlo
cheese & salsa

rĕdd
ham & peppers

grēn
pesto & chicken

whīt
plain & simple
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BRAND posITIoN lINE



Brand poSItIon lIne development

BRAND POSITION LINES

hatch change
hatch revolution
hatch hope
hatch answers
hatch inspiration
hatch imagination

hatch ideas
hatch fun
hatch health
hatch excitement
hatch happiness
hatch laughter
hatch memories
hatch taste

hatch cool
hatch style
hatch parties
hatch friendship
hatch convenience
hatch flavor
hatch life
hatch love

break out of your shell!
it’s what’s NOT INSIDE that counts!



hatch happinessTM hatch happines



hatch taste



pAckAgINg



hatch a healthy snack.™
yokfoods.com
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hatching a better egg.™
yokfoods.com



yokfoods.com
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hatch a healthy snack.™
nokfoods.com
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hatch fun



ADvERTIsINg



egg-cent-tchu-ate the positive!



You've got to egg-cent-tchu-ate the positive
Eliminate the negative
And latch on to the affirmative
Don't mess with Mister In-Between

You've got to spread joy up to the maximum
And bring gloom down to the minimum
And have faith or pandemonium is liable
To walk upon the scene

To illustrate my last remark
Jonah in the whale, Noah in the ark
What did they do just when
Everything looked so dark?

Man, I said you got to
egg-cent-tchu-ate the positive
Eliminate the negative
And latch on to the affirmative
Don't mess with Mister In-Between

To illustrate my last remark
Jonah in the whale, Noah in the ark
Tell me what did they do just when
Everything, everything looked so dark?

Man I said, you've got to
egg-cent-tchu-ate the positive
And eliminate the negative
And hang on to the affirmative

And don't mess, don't mess with
Mister In-Between, nōk, nōk, don't mess
Oh baby I said don't mess, you better
Not mess with Mister in-between, yeah!

nōk
egg-cent-tchu-ate the positive!
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or

 you decide.
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the morning after fill.
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or

 you decide.



nokfoods.com

the perfect lay.



when it comes to eggs... do you eat the yōk?  or nōk can do?

yōk or nōk. you decide.

the yōk and nōk of life...

give me a simple yōk or nōk!

yōk or nōk. what's it going to be?

some say nōk. some say nōk. you say yōk and I say nōk, nōk, nōk!

oh, yōk!  oh, nōk!

absolutely nōk! positively yōk!

nōk yōlk, sherlock!

yōk mamma!

practice girth control

advertISIng development

HEADLINE cONcEPTS



hatch convenience



TARgET MARkETINg
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one                or two?



one                 or two?
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inflight eggertainment.
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eggage claim



hatch cool



MERcHANDIsINg



eliminate the negative

don’t mess with mister in-between

and latch on to the affirmative





egg-cent-tchu-ate the positive!

eliminate the negative





hatch friendship



wEB/MoBIl/socIAl
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hatch change



cAUsE MARkETINg



can do!

VOTE
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we can!



hatch health
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